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Good afternoon or Good morning to those of you out west.  Welcome to this months ATL Webcast   “LIMS: The backbone to your quality management System.” I’m Steve Wesson a Senior Sales Executive with ATL,     I spent over 25 years in Environmental Laboratories, during the times when laboratory regulations and auditing were just getting started,   so todays topic is near and dear to me.
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Section 5:  Structural Requirements

Section 6:  Resource Requirements

Section 7:  Process Requirements

Section 8:  Management Systems Requirements

Review
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Whether you are evaluating your first LIMS,   looking to upgrade  to a new LIMS  or just trying to navigate through ISO 17025,   the idea of using your LIMS to help with the requirements of ISO 17025 is one that will benefit all of you.In todays webcast, I’ll give you a brief introduction to ATL and ISO 17025     before digging deeper into each of the major sections of ISO 17025: Structural Requirements,     Resource Requirements,      Process requirements      and Management System RequirementsSo let’s get started



Accelerated Technology Laboratories

• 25 Years of Expertise in LIMS & Laboratory 
Automation

• Our LIMS solutions are installed in >600 laboratories 
globally

• ISO 9001:2015 Certified 
• Sample Master® and TITAN® LIMS solutions

– Premise or Hosted (Cloud)
– Architecture: Client-Server or web based
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ATL has been in the LIMS industry for over 25 years.     We started in the water and wastewater industry,     and now have a global presence in more than a dozen industries, including environmental,    food and beverage,    Chemical manufacturing,     agriculture,    energy,    Nutraceuticals    and Cannabis.We were the first LIMS vendor to receive  an ISO 9001 certification, and like a laboratories  ISO 17025 certification, this ensures that our quality processes are documented and we follow a strict set of protocols and procedures that are constantly be reviewed and improved.We offer two different LIMS solutions    Our Sample Master® LIMS is a modular system.   allowing laboratories to tailor it to their specific needs today and support future growth by adding modules as they expand.     While our TITAN®LIMS is a complete laboratory automation and business management solution designed to Manage laboratory data and support an organization’s needs beyond the laboratory, such as manufacturing operation where providing trace-back capabilities for their final product is critical.Both solutions are available as a premise or hosted deployments and we offer both client-server and web based Architectures.Now let’s explore what a LIMS might do for your organization beyond managing your samples.



ISO/IEC 17025:2017 (International Organization for Standardization)

• This document specifies the general requirements for the 
competence, impartiality and consistent operation of 
laboratories.

• This document is applicable to all organizations performing 
laboratory activities, regardless of the number of personnel.

• Laboratory customers, regulatory authorities, organizations and 
schemes using peer-assessment, accreditation bodies, and 
others use this document in confirming or recognizing the 
competence of laboratories.
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The Introduction to ISO 17025 says:  “This document has been developed with the objective of promoting confidence in the operation of laboratories. This document contains requirements for laboratories to enable them to demonstrate they operate competently, and are able to generate valid results. Laboratories that conform to this document will also operate generally in accordance with the principles of ISO 9001.”ISO 17025 Specifies……the general requirements for    the competence,    impartiality and     consistent operation of the labs.  It is applicable to all organizations performing laboratory activities     and it is used to universally assess  and  recognize competent laboratories.



The Modern LIMS

• Today’s LIMS provide laboratories with functionality 
that extends well beyond – A Database for Sample 
Tracking, Data Entry and Reporting. 

• A modern LIMS should be the backbone of the Lab’s 
QMS, offering support for regulatory compliance 
like ISO 17025, NELAC and related regulations.
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A Laboratory Information Management System ( or LIMS) is software that allows you to effectively manage samples and associated data.  In it’s simplest form a LIMS provides an electronic database to enter samples, track samples, enter data and finally report data to the client.  However a modern LIMS should be capable of so much more.  Offering the capabilities to support regulatory compliance like ISO 17025 and related regulations.So, now let’s take a look at how a LIMS can be used as the backbone to your Quality Management System.



The  8 Sections of ISO 17025:2017

1) Scope
2) Normative References
3) Terms and Definitions
4) General Requirements
5) Structural requirements
6) Resource Requirements
7) Process Requirements
8) Management System Requirements
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ISO 17025 is divided into 8 sections:   The first four sections define the Scope,     General References,    Terms and Definitions   and    General Requirements.  The last four sections make up the heart of the requirements and is what I will be focusing on today.  Section 5 is Structural requirements       defined as the  organization and management structure of the laboratory.Section 6 is Resource requirements      defined as the personnel, facilities, equipment, systems and support services necessary to manage and perform the laboratory activities.Section 7 is Process requirements       defined as the procedures necessary to operate a competent laboratory. This is the largest section and the one we will spend the most time on todayAnd  finally section 8 is  Management System requirements      which ties it all together by defining the establishment, documentation, implementation and maintenance of a quality management system, capable of supporting and demonstrating the consistent achievement of the requirements of ISO17025.For today’s webcast, I will highlight a few of the subsections     to show examples of how a LIMS can be used to support your QMS. Let’s take a closer look at each of these sections .



ISO 17025: Section 5 Structural Requirements

5.5.b (Organization Roles)
specify the responsibility, 
authority and 
interrelationship of all 
personnel who manage, 
perform or verify work 
affecting the results of 
laboratory activities 
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Section 5 outlines the need to have an organizational Structure for your lab.  Specifically section 5.5 requires the definition of organizational roles for everyone within the lab.  It requires the Specifying of responsibilities and interrelationships for all personnel.  In a LIMS you can identify all staff , the departments they work for, their LIMS Access, down to task or screen levels, and their permissions within those departments.  In this screen shot I’m showing the LIMS Access tab of our Sample Master LIMS showing the first 20 tasks  listed that an employee may be given access to. The next tab “Inventory Permissions”  allows access to storage locations predominantly for labs that are worried about the tracking of controlled substances.  There may be employees who you choose, not to have access to view what controlled substances are in what storage areas, or how much of a substance you have.A LIMS should allow you to define and control who performs what tasks, and more importantly who is responsible for what tasks throughout the laboratory.



ISO 17025 Section 6 Resource Requirements
6.2 Personnel (Employee Training & Certificate Tracking)
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Section 6.2 reviews the management and tracking of training records and certifications.  These Vary by solution, but a LIMS should support tracking yearly review of SOPs, annual proficiency testing and demonstration of capabilities, along with maintaining copies of any current certifications.A LIMS will also provide functionality to create and manage training records, both for the general organization and for very specific analysis methods. Training sessions can be made recurrent, with mandatory scoring guidelines, if you so chose.When enabled, the LIMS can prevent an employee from performing an analysis for which they do not have proper training, documented DOCs and/or a current certifications.  QA/QC managers can be automatically notified, well in advance,  when required training is set to expire.



ISO 17025 Section 6 Resource Requirements
6.4 Equipment (Records shall be retained for equipment 
which can influence laboratory activities.)
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Much like tracking Employees training records    section 6.4 details the tracking of equipment (including, but not limited to, Analytical Instruments, Software, standards, reference materials, reagents, consumables and any auxiliary Apparatus.)  A LIMS should provide the ability to track all laboratory assets, including software and firmware versions.  All calibration information and history should be documented and tracked.  Any internal maintenance such as minor method adjustments, column clips, changes to the acquisition methods should be documented and tracked.  The LIMS should be able to track all Vendor maintenance  records,   history of Maintenance  , and all support documentation like:  vendor signed maintenance reports should be linked to the asset for easy retrieval.  This would include items like test chromatograms, method conditions, any documentation verifying proper operation, etc.  The LIMS is a data base and should be used to consolidate all instrument records in one place, making audits and audit responses much easier...



ISO 17025 Section 6 Resource Requirements
6.5 Metrological Traceability (Standard Traceability)
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Of course, equally as important as the personnel and the equipment used is Metrological Traceability (probably better known by you and me as standard Traceability ( this is the ability to establish an unbroken link between a reference standard and the measured result, with an understanding of the corresponding measurement of uncertainty. )) In ISO 17025 this is discussed in section 6.5In the example depicted here, a link is made between the Prep. Batch, the analytical batch, the samples, the Instrument and the reference materials used  for initial calibration, continuing calibration, internal standard, surrogates, and spikes



ISO 17025 Section 6 Resource Requirements
6.6 Externally provided products & services (Vendors: 
Purchasing Services and Supplies)

Ensure that services and supplies delivered by third 
parties do not adversely impact the quality and 
effectiveness of laboratory operations.
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Section 6.6 extends that basic concept further to include all externally provided products and services.  It is important to ensure that all supplies and services are purchased from vendors that provide a consistently quality product. In this example we make a link between approved vendors, the product to be purchased and a warning limit that will allow purchasing to be automatically notified when more inventory should be purchased.  Like we discussed with instruments it is important to be able to document the products versus a set of acceptance criteria , maintain these records and a make a link to the identified lot of the supplies.  And in the case of chemicals and the standards discussed in section 6.5 we must be able to link the inventory to their expiration date if there is one.So, Section 6 looked at the labs resources;    People, Equipment, inventory and standards.  



ISO 17025 Section 7 Process Requirements

7.1 - Review of Requests, 
Tenders, and Contracts

Ensure that requirements of 
requests, tenders and
contracts are adequately 
defined, documented and 
understood.
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Section 7 begins to look at the different processes used in the laboratory.Section 7.1 discusses the review of requests, tenders and contracts between your clients and the lab.  Not long ago, we would have numerous different QAPPs sitting on QA Managers, Supervisors and analysts desks,     that would need to be reviewed while preparing, performing or reviewing a test.  With a LIMS, the lab can document review of the request, specify the unique requirements in the LIMS, so that exceedances will be immediate flagged for the analysts.  This can be done with a controlling hierarchy, Typically one might have a  Project sites superseding Projects,  Projects superseding Customers, customers superseding methodsThe screen presented here from Sample Master, is the customer set-up, this is where customer projects can be defined.  Each project may have different sites with their own unique sets of parameters, Limits, QC types, pricing etc.  This information is shared through out the LIMS, and amongst all the users (with the appropriate permissions of course), so that the Limits established for the site, are those seen by the analyst when entering the data.



ISO 17025 Section 7 Process Requirements
7.3 – Sampling 
Retain Records including:

• Reference to sampling methods
• Date, time and conditions of sampling
• Person collecting the samples
• Location information/site identification
• Field Results
• Comments
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Section 7.3 says the laboratory shall have a sampling plan when it carries out any sampling activities.  A LIMS will not replace the need for sampling plans, but can greatly help with the sampling process.  The LIMS will track all relevant information like date and time collected, but with the addition of a tablet (or SmartPhone) and appropriate software like ATLs iMobile, all records can be documented in the field.  This includes GPS tracking capabilities which can provide a map and route instructions to the  sampling points.  iMobile replaces all the different paper systems giving you the ability to document collection of samples (date and  time of collection, who the sampler was, etc), enter field data such as Specific conductance, pH, Residual chlorine, temperature, and document any observations and/or comments in an electronic form,  that we have all become very comfortable with.The tablet has added benefits like having all the related SOPs stored on it for review or training purposes.  Or having a camera for taking pictures,  perhaps showing why a sample couldn’t be taken or capturing a picture of unusual or unexpected conditions.  And when your sampler gets back to the lab, they don’t need an interpreter to figure out what the ID’s or results hand entered onto the COC or result sheet were.  I know when I was in the lab, the log-in staff ran away when they saw me bring samples in (my hand writing was that of a doctor, often so bad, I wasn’t even sure what I wrote) , with iMobile, the sample IDs, results and related information are clear and legible, and automatically transferred to the LIMS.  One quick review and on they go to the next batch of samples.



ISO 17025 Section 7 Process Requirements
7.4 – Handling of Test of Calibration items
Lab shall have Procedures to track:

• Transportation
• Receipt
• Storage
• Retention
• Disposal
• Comments
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Section 7.3 says the laboratory shall have a sampling plan when it carries out any sampling activities.  A LIMS will not replace the need for sampling plans, but can greatly help with the sampling process.  The LIMS will track all relevant information like date and time collected, but with the addition of a tablet (or SmartPhone) and appropriate software like ATLs iMobile, all records can be documented in the field.  This includes GPS tracking capabilities which can provide a map and route instructions to the  sampling points.  iMobile replaces all the different paper systems giving you the ability to document collection of samples (date and  time of collection, who the sampler was, etc), enter field data such as Specific conductance, pH, Residual chlorine, temperature, and document any observations and/or comments in an electronic form,  that we have all become very comfortable with.The tablet has added benefits like having all the related SOPs stored on it for review or training purposes.  Or having a camera for taking pictures,  perhaps showing why a sample couldn’t be taken or capturing a picture of unusual or unexpected conditions.  And when your sampler gets back to the lab, they don’t need an interpreter to figure out what the ID’s or results hand entered onto the COC or result sheet were.  I know when I was in the lab, the log-in staff ran away when they saw me bring samples in (my hand writing was that of a doctor, often so bad, I wasn’t even sure what I wrote) , with iMobile, the sample IDs, results and related information are clear and legible, and automatically transferred to the LIMS.  One quick review and on they go to the next batch of samples.



ISO 17025 Section 7 Process Requirements
7.5 – Technical records:  Technical Records shall include:

• Comments
• Results
• QA/QC
• Reports
• Person 

Responsible
• Date & Time of 

Activity
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Section 7.3 says the laboratory shall have a sampling plan when it carries out any sampling activities.  A LIMS will not replace the need for sampling plans, but can greatly help with the sampling process.  The LIMS will track all relevant information like date and time collected, but with the addition of a tablet (or SmartPhone) and appropriate software like ATLs iMobile, all records can be documented in the field.  This includes GPS tracking capabilities which can provide a map and route instructions to the  sampling points.  iMobile replaces all the different paper systems giving you the ability to document collection of samples (date and  time of collection, who the sampler was, etc), enter field data such as Specific conductance, pH, Residual chlorine, temperature, and document any observations and/or comments in an electronic form,  that we have all become very comfortable with.The tablet has added benefits like having all the related SOPs stored on it for review or training purposes.  Or having a camera for taking pictures,  perhaps showing why a sample couldn’t be taken or capturing a picture of unusual or unexpected conditions.  And when your sampler gets back to the lab, they don’t need an interpreter to figure out what the ID’s or results hand entered onto the COC or result sheet were.  I know when I was in the lab, the log-in staff ran away when they saw me bring samples in (my hand writing was that of a doctor, often so bad, I wasn’t even sure what I wrote) , with iMobile, the sample IDs, results and related information are clear and legible, and automatically transferred to the LIMS.  One quick review and on they go to the next batch of samples.



ISO 17025 Section 7 Process Requirements
7.8 – Reporting
Reports should include:

• Title
• Names and Address
• Identification of method
• Date, time of activities
• Results with appropriate units of measure
• Deviations & Exclusions (Qualifiers)
• Identification of Authorizing person
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Section 7.3 says the laboratory shall have a sampling plan when it carries out any sampling activities.  A LIMS will not replace the need for sampling plans, but can greatly help with the sampling process.  The LIMS will track all relevant information like date and time collected, but with the addition of a tablet (or SmartPhone) and appropriate software like ATLs iMobile, all records can be documented in the field.  This includes GPS tracking capabilities which can provide a map and route instructions to the  sampling points.  iMobile replaces all the different paper systems giving you the ability to document collection of samples (date and  time of collection, who the sampler was, etc), enter field data such as Specific conductance, pH, Residual chlorine, temperature, and document any observations and/or comments in an electronic form,  that we have all become very comfortable with.The tablet has added benefits like having all the related SOPs stored on it for review or training purposes.  Or having a camera for taking pictures,  perhaps showing why a sample couldn’t be taken or capturing a picture of unusual or unexpected conditions.  And when your sampler gets back to the lab, they don’t need an interpreter to figure out what the ID’s or results hand entered onto the COC or result sheet were.  I know when I was in the lab, the log-in staff ran away when they saw me bring samples in (my hand writing was that of a doctor, often so bad, I wasn’t even sure what I wrote) , with iMobile, the sample IDs, results and related information are clear and legible, and automatically transferred to the LIMS.  One quick review and on they go to the next batch of samples.



ISO 17025 Section 7 Process Requirements

7.9 - Complaints
The laboratory shall have a 
documented process to 
receive, evaluate and make 
decisions on complaints. 
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Much like the process for reviewing contracts and customer specifications, ISO wants you to have a process in place for tracking customer complaints.  Section 7.9 requires the lab to establish a procedure to receive, evaluate and make decisions based on customer complaints.  A LIMS should provide you a place to gather this information, define the type of complaint, the details of that complaint, any events (or actions) that are triggered from the complaint, and of course a resolution, whether it is a simple explanations or the need to re-analyze a sample or  recollect and analyze a new sample. Later on we will talk about corrective action and preventative actions, which can be triggered from these complaints



ISO 17025 Section 7 Process Requirements
7.10 - Nonconforming Work

Ensure that nonconforming test and calibration results 
are adequately followed up, and that corrections are 
initiated.
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A related internal process is “Non-conforming Work”  Section 7.10 .   In section 7.1 we defined the customers specific Quality specifications,     we now need to be able to identify outliers, make sure they are followed up on, determine if corrective actions are needed and of course,  if we are going to use the data, flag the data appropriately so that the customer understands how their data may have been affected.If we set the customer /slash project site,  up properly, any non-conforming data should be easily identified, as in the case presented here, where yellow highlights indicate a result outside of a warning limit and red highlights caused a Pop-up saying the result was outside of a range Limit.Should it be determined that the data can be reported, we should then be able to add qualifiers.



Data Qualifiers
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The LIMS should have a series of defined qualifiers, but also have the ability for an individual lab to create their own qualifiers.  In the examples on this slide, we see that the data is actually being flagged with several different qualifiers, including blank contamination, estimated values, samples being analyzed outside of holding time and values being reported that are less than the reporting limit.It is with these color coded flags that the QA manager can review data, quickly spot outliers and my elect to report the data (flagged appropriately , of course), re-analyze samples or ask for new samples to be collected.



Section 7.11 Control of Data and Information 
Management

• This is the only section in ISO 17025 that speaks 
specifically to LIMS.
– 7.11.3 – Data Integrity, Security and the ability to 

record system failures.
– 7.11.4  - If a system is managed off-site, the 

provider/operator must comply with ISO 17025

ISO 17025 Section 7 Process Requirements
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Section 7 also contains the only section that actually refers directly to a LIMS, Section 7.11 Control of data and information management.     Highlights from this section include Data integrity, security and the ability for a system to record system failures.   This section also contains a  reference:   that systems managed off-site (Cloud, SaaS, LIMS on Demand are a few of the terms you may hear for these) must comply with these standards.In essence,  this section ties all of the processes together, in that a laboratory must be able to show how the LIMS meets these key sections of ISO 17025, in much the same way as I am going through them today.  Section 7 is by far the most extensive section, as we would expect,  as it is based on all the processes and/or procedures used to run the lab.  



ISO 17025 Section 8 Management System  Requirements
8.3 – Control of management system documents

– Ensure that all documents are approved, reviewed, with 
current versions identified.
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Section 8 is the management system requirements section   and is highlighted by Document and Records control,     Improvements and Corrective Actions.Section 8.3 states the laboratory shall “Control documents” making reference to ensuring all documents are reviewed, approved and that only the most current versions are being used.  Again a LIMS can help with this task, by providing a place to store the method references, versions, dates of active service., etc.    Links to a copy of the actual SOP can easily be established, so the most recent version    is always accessible to everyone that needs it.  The system should make a clear link between any data in the system and the procedures used to produce that data.  One should be able to recall historical data and identify the method and version used for any given test.Here I am showing one of several screens in our TITAN LIMS which aid in the control of documents used in the laboratory.



8.6: Improvement (Preventative Actions)
8.7: Corrective Actions - (CAPA)

a) React to nonconformity (Investigate Incident)
b) Evaluate the need for action (Root Cause)
c) Implement action (Action Plan)
d) Review the effectiveness (resolution)
e) Make changes to management system

ISO 17025 Section 8 Management System  Requirements
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I’m going to finish todays webcast with section 8.6 and 8.7, entitled Improvement and Corrective actions.  Notice that the universally accepted use of CAPA (corrective actions and preventative actions is no longer being used), but I have included these  quote, unquote “older” references in italics as they are part of most labs vernacular, and are what we used in our LIMS/So, under corrective actions,  you now have “react to a non-conformity” what used to be referred to as Investigate an incident . Then you evaluate the need for action (or identify the root cause and determine if it requires further action),  you implement action (or develop an action plan), and finally you Review the effectiveness of that action and make the appropriate changes to the management system (which was commonly considered the resolution)



Corrective along with preventive
actions can easily be managed,
and automated alerts can be
sent out to key individuals to
ensure effective and timely
management of any open issues.

CAPA 
documentation

CAPA Calendar
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Once again, a LIMS should provide you the opportunity to  manage CAPAs or corrective actions  from investigation through the resolution and closing out of the corrective action.   As seen in our TITAN LIMS this documentation should include the ability to assign tasks to individuals, provide for automated alerts, as well as keep track of all corrective actions on a calendar for timely and simple review by management.Section 8 ends with Subsection 8.8 Internal Audits and 8.9 Management review, Both of these made much easier, when so much of your ISO support is contained with-in your LIMS.



Review

• A LIMS must provide laboratories with functionality 
that extends well beyond Sample Tracking, Data 
Entry and Reporting. 

• A LIMS should be the backbone of the Lab’s QMS, 
offering support for regulatory compliance like ISO 
17025, NELAC and related regulations.
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In Summary



Questions?

Stephen Wesson, Senior Sales Account Executive
Accelerated Technology Laboratories

• Email: swesson@atlab.com

THANK YOU!
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I would like to thank you for joining me today, and hope that you got a little better understanding of ISO 17025 and how a LIMS can support your QMS efforts.  A few housing keeping Items:    We will not be able to take any questions today, but please feel free to  e-mail any questions you have to Ken Ochi at the e-mail provided and we will get back to you with an answer.Additionally, I want to remind you that next months webcast is on August 14th and is entitled “LIMS – A critical tool for Todays Environmental Laboratory. “Thanks again for you time and we hope to see you next month. 
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